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Biological nacromolecule3, on lhe evidence of X-ray crytallognphy, have a complex thee-dimensional shape which is

lhought to be little changed in solution. Our ability to describe the properties of such solutions is restricted though to

certain simple models, to which we must approxirnat€ the real particles. Th€ 'ellipsoid of revolution' (or bi-axial ellip-

soid) has been widely us€d in biochemistry, the necessary mathematical solutions for the frictional and for thc viscous

0ow properties having been obtaincd by Perrin (l) and by Sirnha (2) and Saito (3) resp€ctively. The trnexial ellipsoid

would howev€r b€ a much morc realistic model. Recently (4) Perrin's equations have be€n solved numedcally to cover

this case: we have now derived a new equetion for tlrc viscous flow of dispersions of triaxial ellipsoids. Much more

realistic representation of the solution propertles of biological flui& and of purifi€d biopolymen thus becomes possible.

Our solution tales the form:

wher€ , is the conventionally defiftd viscosity increm€nt, e, b and c are the duee semi-axes, and the functions do etc. are

eliptic integals defined by Jeffery (5). Values fo 

 

over a limited range are givel in thc tabl€. For the biaxial cas€s the

equation and h€nce tll€ numerical valu€r become identical to th€ Sififia/Saito solution. A full d€rivation of tlis new eq-

ultlon together with details of the algodthms us€d for computation of the values for v is to be submittcd for publicaiion

els€where (6).
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The values quoted are immediately usable to test assumed modeh. Their use to infer the shape properties of biological

maclomolecul€s from measured hydrodynamic parameters might seem to be very questionable, as it has long been notor

ious lhal shape parameters even tor tfte biardal case vary only slowly with shape, making the pr€cision of retrieved 'axial

ralios' poor, However a recently d€rived theory (, has sho*rl that a new shape parameter involving the transport-con-

centration depend€nc€ paramcter varies rather rapidly with shape. We have therefore found it possible to devise proced.

ures whereby the three principal semi-axes can be estjmated without assumptions concerning lhe hydrodynamic volume
(6).
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